
 

Enhanced laser-driven proton acceleration using ultrasmall nanoparticles
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An efficient way to enhance laser-driven proton acceleration is by increasing the laser-to-target energy
transfer, which can be obtained using nanostructured target surfaces. In this paper, we show that
inexpensive and easily producible solid target nanostructuration using ultrasmall nanoparticles having
10 nm in diameter exhibits a nearly twofold maximum proton energy and proton number enhancement.
Results are confirmed by particle-in-cell simulations, for several laser pulse lengths. A parameter scan
analyzing the effect of the nanoparticle diameter and space gap between the nanospheres shows that the gap
has a stronger influence on the enhancement mechanism than the sphere diameter.
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Laser-driven proton acceleration, as obtained by the
interaction of a high-intensity laser with a target, is a
growing field of interest, in particular, for the different
potential applications that are consolidating or emerging.
These applications include their use in ultrafast radiography
[1], novel fusion schemes [2], high-energy density matter
[3], laboratory astrophysics [4], medical applications [5–7],
novel neutron sources [8], cultural heritage [9,10], using
them as injectors for larger accelerators [11,12], and
material science [13–16]. Many of these applications build
on the routine production of protons, where one of the
main challenges is to optimize the proton energy and yield
given specific laser parameters. The most common proton
acceleration mechanisms that is obtained on typical com-
mercially available multihundred terawatt laser systems is
the so-called target-normal sheath acceleration (TNSA)
[17], in which protons are accelerated at the rear target
surface of a solid foil (target), typically made of Au, Ag,
Al, or CH, that is irradiated by a high-intensity
(I > 1018 W=cm2), short pulse (t < 1 ps) laser operating
at wavelengths around 800–1056 nm. In this context, the
laser-to-target absorption, i.e., how much energy is trans-
ferred from the laser to the target and from there to the
particles, is a crucial parameter, since it allows improving
the efficiency of the acceleration mechanism. Currently,
this efficiency is at most in the order of a few or tens of
percent and depends on the target and its structure.
Several attempts have been made to use different kinds

of targets, such as to optimize the mean energy, collimation,
and number of energetic (“hot”) electrons that drive the

proton acceleration mechanisms, since, generated at the
target front by the ponderomotive force, they travel through
the target bulk and establish at its rear surface the
electrostatic field that enables the acceleration process
[18,19]. In this scenario, several groups demonstrated,
both theoretically [20–22] and then experimentally, that
the use of nanostructured targets could enhance the
absorption of the laser pulse, e.g., by using elliptical Cu
nanoparticles in the tens of nanometers size—but irradiated
at lower intensities (I ¼ 1015–1017 W=cm2) [23]—or using
hundreds of nanometer-size Mylar spheres [24,25]. The use
of gold nanoparticles in the tens and hundreds of nano-
meters has also been tested on other (longer pulse) facilities
or in an embedded scenario, resulting in increased absorb-
ance even in these conditions [26,27]. Additional effort is
put in improving the laser-to-target absorption using
various target nanostructuration techniques [24,28–30],
such as low-density target foams [31,32], bacteria [33],
parabolic structures [34], or nanowires [35]. One of the
main disadvantages of the proposed enhancement solutions
is that they typically require complex manufacturing or
implementation methods, and often their efficiency is
strongly dependent on stringent target alignment condi-
tions, making them a less favorable candidate for in-
expensive use in high-repetition rate systems. In this
paper, we demonstrate that the use of front surface nano-
structured targets in the <100 nm range, irradiated with
intensity >1018 W=cm2, strongly enhances the laser-to-
proton energy transfer and the proton yield. Compared to
existing nanostructured targetry, our targets have the
advantage of being cheap, easy to manufacture and, thus,
easy to implement on higher-repetition rate systems with-
out many constraints. We also show that the gap spacing
between the nanostructures is an influential parameter that
determines the absorption efficiency in the laser-interaction
process. Particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations confirm our
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findings. The experiments were performed on the TITAN
laser of the Jupiter Laser Facility (JLF) in Livermore, USA,
and on the ELFIE laser of the Laboratoire pour l’Utilisation
des Lasers Intenses (LULI) in Palaiseau, France. The laser
parameters were, respectively, for the TITAN laser an
energy E ∼ 220 J, pulse duration τ¼700 fs, and central
wavelength λ0 ¼ 1.054 μm and for the ELFIE laser an
energy E ∼ 12 J, pulse duration τ ¼ 350 fs, and central
wavelength λ0 ¼ 1.057 μm. Both lasers were focused
down by an f=3 off-axis parabola to about 8–10 μm focal
spot diameter (FWHM), yielding an intensity I ∼ 3 ×
1019 − 5 × 1020 W=cm2 on target. The laser was irradiat-
ing with normal incidence the different targets [for the
setup, see Fig. 1(a)]. The amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) has been measured to be <10−6 in contrast in both
cases. The proton beam spectrumwas monitored by placing
two Thomson parabolas, respectively, at 0° and 16° for the
TITAN laser and 0° and 9° for the ELFIE laser with respect
to the normal direction from the proton source. Additional
information about the proton beam was retrieved using
radiochromic films [36]. The nanostructured targets were
produced by spray drying different layers of in-house-
produced gold or silver nanoparticles (NPs) with a diameter
of 10 nm onto a solid aluminum target with thickness
15 μm [37,38] [for an image of the produced NPs, see
Fig. 1(b)]. We considered this target material since it is one
of the most used and cheapest target materials in laser-
driven proton acceleration, was producing the best results
compared to other materials and thicknesses when used as a
proton source [13,39], and the wetting properties between

them and the gold or silver NPs can ensure the realization
of a uniform nanostructured film on the surface with limited
aggregation of nanoparticles [40]. As shown in Fig. 1(b),
NPs can aggregate locally on the surface, which changes
the effective gap parameter of the nanostructuration. The
latter is a linear combination of the different gap space that
the laser encounters in its focal spot when hitting the target.
With this technique, we were able to generate targets that
have simultaneously high light absorption, high roughness,
and low cost. The low fabrication costs of all nanostruc-
tured films result from a simple process combination of
laser ablation synthesis in solution for the production of the
NPs of different sizes [41] and spray dry of the solution onto
planar surfaces, which enhances the surface roughness.
Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show the proton spectra obtained

for nanostructured aluminum targets as produced on the
TITANandELFIE lasers, each spectrum representing a five-
shot average along with its standard error bars. As one can
see, all nanostructured targets perform better than the solid
targets for both the maximum proton energy and proton
number. Regarding the TITAN laser, we find an enhance-
ment of 79% and 51% in the proton yield, as obtained by
integrating the number of protons between 1 MeV and the
maximum proton energy, and an enhancement of 19% and
23% in the maximum proton energy, for Ag NPs deposited
on Al foils (AgNPs//Al) and AuNPs//Al, respectively.
Similarly, we obtain for the ELFIE laser a proton yield
enhancement of 67% and 190% in the proton yield and a
maximum proton energy enhancement of 13% and 97% for
AgNPs//Al andAuNPs//Al, respectively. For both lasers, the
use of Au nanoparticles seems preferable to the use of Ag
particles. The higher atomic number of gold indeed provides
greater electron density in the accelerating hot electron
sheath, thus giving a higher proton number and energies.
We run PIC simulations to shed light onto the underlying

acceleration process and confirm the optimized conditions.
PIC [42] simulations were performed using the 2D3V PICLS

code using a Gaussian p-polarized normally incident laser
pulse with a peak intensity of 5 × 1020 W=cm2 (a0 ¼ 15,
the normalized intensity of the vector potential). Two sets
of simulations were developed, the first one consisting in
varying the pulse length duration τ ¼ 25, 100, 200, and
300 fs at full width at half maximum (FWHM) on the
target. Given the nanometric matrix of the target, we used
highly resolved spatial steps of dx ¼ dy ¼ 2 nm, leading
to temporal steps of dt ¼ 6.6 as. Concerning the box size, a
plane-wave approximation with periodic boundaries in the
transverse direction was used to compensate the strong
computing time limitation from the small pixel size [for the
setup of the simulation box, see Fig. 3(a)]. The box size was
24200 × 420 pixels (30λ0 × 1λ0) in the longitudinal and
transverse axes, respectively, with 20 particles per pixel.
The target was made of a layer of gold spheres with
diameter dNP of 20 nm placed side by side, on a 500-nm-
thick gold foil (2500nc, where nc is the critical density). At
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) image of gold NPs deposited onto a planar 15 μm
Au foil target. (c) Proton spectra with error bars obtained on the
TITAN laser with Ag (blue curve) and Au NPs (red curve) on Al
foils compared to a standard 15 μm Al foil (black curve).
(d) Proton spectra obtained on the ELFIE laser with Ag (blue
curve) and Au NPs (red curve) on Al foils compared to a standard
15 μm Al foil (black curve).
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the rear side of the target was placed a 20 nm layer of
protons (15nc), representing water and hydrocarbon con-
taminants on the surface, and simulations were run for
600 fs. The second set of simulations consisted in varying
NP diameters in the range of 5–100 nm as well as the space
gap g between NPs in the range of 0–400 nm. To achieve a
good resolution of NPs smaller in size, we decreased the
pixel size to 1 nm. To compensate the highly demanding
computing power of these simulations, the box size was
reduced to 11200 × 800 pixels (14λ0 × 1λ0) and the simu-
lation time to 200 fs, with a pulse duration of 25 fs. In order
to optimize the computational burden, we first verified for a
few pulse lengths that the results obtained using the shorter
pulse (25 fs) were consistent for those obtained using longer
pulses (>300 fs), the latter simulations being far more
computationally demanding. The results are presented in
Fig. 2. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we can note the continuously
increasing laser energy absorption and maximum proton
kinetic energy in this pulse duration range. Small NPs of
20 nm in diameter do provide a considerable gain for both
parameters, reaching an enhancement ratio of roughly 50%
even for long pulse durations of hundreds of femtoseconds
[see Fig. 2(c)], which is consistent with experimental
enhancements observed in Fig. 1. This particular enhance-
ment seem to flatten off for long pulses, although for a short
pulse (25 fs) the maximum energy gain reaches over 250%.
Even if small NPs of 20 nm seem to add a negligible
thickness over a target with a thickness of 500 nm (which in
the PIC simulation was the thickness of the solid target), the
simulations still demonstrate a strong enhancement potential
for long pulses of a few hundred femtoseconds. Given the
many simulations required to do a parameter scanning and
the good representation of NP enhancement even with a
short pulse, we performed the rest of the simulations using
the same on-target intensity but using the shorter laser pulse
duration (25 fs) to allow for shorter computation time and
knowing that our simulations would only underestimate the
phenomena. The short-pulse results are also of interest for
the many short-pulse commercial lasers that are currently
implementing laser-generated proton acceleration.
At first, we explore the effect of the nanoparticle

dimensions on the laser energy absorption 200 fs after

the main pulse, which is a sufficiently long time span to
allow for saturation of the acceleration process [see
Fig. 3(b)]. We clearly observe a rapid absorption enhance-
ment for increasing nanoparticle diameters ranging from
5 to 20 nm (the 0 nm size representing the solid target),
while after this dimension the absorption only minimally
improves, almost coming to saturation. This reflects on the
simulated electron spectra taken 20 fs after the interaction
(where this time interval has been chosen since at this
time span most energy is transferred to the electrons) [see
Fig. 3(c)], where we note that the maximum kinetic
energy of the electrons more than doubles when using
10–60 nm nanoparticles compared to a flat target. We also
observe that the number of electrons increases similarly to
the maximum energy. The surface density of the NPs is
very likely to play a central role in this enhancement, which
is not solely provoked from the NP diameter, suggesting a
strong importance of the number and size of gaps between
NPs rather than just the NP dimension. Our findings are
supported by the analysis of the longitudinal electric field
produced at the target rear surface at the time 20 fs after
the impact [see Fig. 3(d)]. We see that the electric field
at the target rear surface increases almost proportionally to
the maximum electron energy enhancement up to a nano-
particle size of 10 nm and then stabilizes between 10 and
60 nm. After this particle size, the position of the field shifts
away from the rear target surface, thus lowering its effect
on the acceleration process, and finally climbs up again for
100 nm particles. The increasing trend of the electrons’
maximum energy in Fig. 3(c) follows the same pattern as in
Fig. 3(d), denoting well the electron-dependent behavior of
the accelerating field.
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FIG. 3. (a) Schematic geometry of the PIC simulations. (b) Laser
energy absorption for different nanoparticle diameters, comparing
energy absorption from the whole target (blue triangles), from
electrons (black circles) and from protons (red squares). (c) Hot
electron spectra for different nanoparticle diameters. (d) Mean
longitudinal electric field at a central radial position.
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max (b). The enhancement ratio for both parameters is
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In Fig. 4(a), we show the respective proton spectra for
different NP diameters dNP, where the maximum energy
axis has been normalized to the maximum proton energy
obtained with the solid target. One can see that an increase
in the laser energy absorption significantly increases the
maximum achievable proton energy, up to a nearly fourfold
increase, in line with the experimental results. In order to
investigate the importance of the gap g between the
nanospheres, we fixed the NP diameter at 10 nm, our
experimental working point, and changed the gap g in the
range 0–400 nm [see Fig. 4(b)]. We can clearly note that the
gap opening plays a stronger role than varying the nano-
particle diameter: When separating the nanoparticles by a
gap of 10 nm, simulations show that the maximum proton
energy enhancement is much more pronounced than when
using 100 nm diameter nanoparticles but with gap distance
g ¼ 0 nm. This is because the ejected electrons from the
NPs can accelerate in the laser field while traveling in the
gap space before passing through the target bulk, where
the electric field is nearly zero for dense plasmas. The gap
region allows for greater electron heating and, therefore,
stronger laser energy absorption, a consistent conclusion to
those presented in the paper of Blanco et al. [21], where a
theoretical study with triangular nanostructures shows that
this phenomenon is due to the relativistic electron trajectory
in the gap space. This is a different but complementary
trend when compared to several other papers using targets
nanostructured with nanoparticles, where the nanospheres
are always tightly packed (i.e., g ¼ 0) [22–24]. The
aforementioned papers foresee a nearly absent improve-
ment in the acceleration regime for NPs with a diameter of
10 nm. Our results indicate that the gap distance plays a
stronger role than the diameter size. This effect is more
pronounced for smaller NPs, since they allow for a greater
amount of gap space. We also see that there is an increasing
trend for larger gaps, up to gap sizes of 100 nm, most likely
since up to those gap distances this phenomenon is

enhanced. For a gap distance of g ¼ 400 nm (magenta
curve), the enhancement is still present but the trend is
reverting. At this larger gap size, the effect of the nano-
particles is reduced, and we are returning back towards
the flat target case (i.e., Eflat

K;cutoff < Eg¼400 nm
K;cutoff < Eg¼100 nm

K;cutoff ).
The cutoff energy enhancement is maximized for a gap g of
100 nm, reaching a sevenfold increase, much higher than
the fourfold obtained by varying the NP diameter dNP. This
suggests that, when using nanoparticle-enhanced targets, it
is preferable to have larger gap spaces (about g ¼ 100 nm)
with many small NPs (dNP < 100 nm) rather than tightly
packed (g ¼ 0) large NPs (dNP > 100 nm). Indeed, having
smaller NPs provides the possibility to have greater NP
surface densities and, hence, greater gap densities, rather
than solely relying on the NPs diameter. Moreover, in the
presented PIC simulations, the NPs are all equally spaced
with a single gap value, whereas the experimental targets
have a random distribution of gap spaces. Hence, the
optimum experimental condition strongly depends on the
effect of several gap distances, which explains the strong
cutoff energy increase seen experimentally. Concerning the
thickness of the NP layer, as shown in the paper of Barberio
et al. [35] detailing the present nanostructured target
fabrication methodology, the NPs are dried on a flat target
until the surface roughness saturates, adding at most several
tens of nanometers on the initial flat target surface (NPs
multilayer), hence making the thickness of the nanostruc-
tured layer negligible compared to the total thickness. The
substrate thickness (as long as the target remains opaque to
the laser, which is the case in our simulations) has an
influence on the absolute cutoff energy but not on the
relative increase when comparing targets with and without
nanospheres. The important factor here is the increased
transverse density variations (given by the increased sur-
face roughness) rather than the target thickness variation.
This enhancement process is dependent on an increased
density of hotter electrons at the rear side of the target, as
shown in Fig. 3, which ultimately leads to a stronger TNSA
electric field. Having a less dense plasma (produced by
higher absorption through an increased surface roughness)
at the target front allows one to reduce the reflection
coefficient of the target and, thus, increases the energy
absorption from the incident wave, compared to the flat
target case. Details about the modifications of the nano-
spheres when the impinging laser reaches the peak intensity
are thus not a necessary requirement for this enhancement
mechanism as observed in our simulations. The production
of a favorable preplasma up to the peak intensity is the key
to produce a greater number of hotter electrons, leading to
higher kinetic energies of the accelerated protons.
In conclusion, we have shown that nanostructured targets

with ultrasmall NPs allow enhancing the laser energy
absorption and, thus, increase the maximum proton energy
and number. Moreover, we have investigated the effect of
the gap parameter g, showing that this parameter has a
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FIG. 4. (a) Proton kinetic energy spectra for different NP
diameters dNP—the gap size g between the different nanoparticles
is kept at g ¼ 0 nm. (b) Influence of the gap size g on the proton
spectra—the nanoparticle dimension has been kept fixed at
dNP ¼ 10 nm. Since the number of protons in the simulation is
fixed and the plane-wave approximation is used, the minimum
energy (left cutoff in the spectrum) is shifted with an increasing
maximumprotonenergy.The flat target cutoff normalization energy
is 4.5 MeV.
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stronger enhancement effect on the proton cutoff energy
than the diameter of the NPs, reaching a sevenfold increase
with gap variation compared to fourfold in tightly packed
geometry (g ¼ 0). This conclusion differs from other
findings published in the literature using nanoparticles
for target nanostructuration, where the use of 10 nm
NPs should be of negligible importance. Here, we show
that ultrasmall NPs provide significant proton energy
enhancement, in particular, due to the strong gap opening
effect along with a greater gap density provided by small
NPs. Compared to existing nanostructured targets that
require the use of complex and expensive manufacturing
procedures (e.g., lithographic methods), our targets present
the advantage of being both simple and inexpensive to
manufacture and do not exhibit the stringent laser-matter
alignment conditions as required by microstructured tar-
gets. These targets are therefore good candidates for being
implemented on high-repetition-rate laser-driven proton
beam lines, where any efficiency enhancement in the
laser-driven acceleration process is of high impact.
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